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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NASA Story: On July 20, 1969, Neil Armstrong climbed out of his spacecraft and placed his feet on the moon. The landing was broadcast live all over the world and was a significant event in both scientific and human history. Today, we can still watch the grainy video of the moon landing but what we cannot do is watch the original, higher quality footage or examine some of the data from this mission. This is because much of the data from early space exploration is lost forever. Among the data lost are the original Apollo 11 tapes containing high-quality video footage of the moon landing. Their loss first came to light in 2006 and NASA personnel spent the next three years searching for the tapes across multiple continents before concluding that they were likely wiped and reused for data storage sometime in the 1970’s.  (Briney, 1)What do you want to get out of managing your data?	Part of ongoing research	Compliance with funder or publisher requirements:	Dissemination for others’ use 											 														

https://libraries.mit.edu/data-management/services/workshops/


Data Management: Why is it  
important?

Money 

Time 

Sharing

Integrity

Improve your analysis

Writing a DMP
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Presentation Notes
Money: Funders giving you money want to be assured that their money will not be fruitless because of some unforeseen technical issue. Having a DMP inspires confidence that you will produce, preserve, and be able to share useful data. 	Time: The reason you do all of these DM practices is so that you don’t lose your data, or get stuck spending hours trying to reconstruct your data and analysis, OR even more difficult trying to reconstruct analysis of someone else’s data! Rule of thumb is, every minute you spend managing your data can save you ten minutes of headache later. Struggling to use someone else’s data, coping with disorganized files, and dealing with lost data, among other issues is the result of researchers struggling with data management. 		Sharing: If you want your research/your data to have impact, meaning, relevance in the world around you then it has to be shared and even more so shared properly in the context of DM. 	Integrity: Using DM practices improves the integrity and authenticity of your data. Why? Because everything is documented, organized and someone can easily go back through and verify, or replicate your collection and analysis.		Improve your analysis: Another reason why Data Management is important is in the analysis of your data. In many cases, being organized and consistent with your data allows you to be not only efficient but to be able to see or find patterns that you wouldn’t have seen otherwise. Some of these things include avoiding compound variables in spreadsheets, checking for consistency across format and units, using a program to organize your data, or a metadata protocol. Writing a DMP: In the future if you go to grad. school or if you’re doing any other type of research, you will likely have to create a Data Management Plan. This is something that your funder will likely require. Its purpose is to give confidence to the funder that the project will be successful, and useable in the future. I will not be talking about that today as many of you don’t need that at this point. However this presentation should give you a good base of understanding of DM. Diversity of Projects: I understand that many of your projects spread across a variety of studies, and disciplines (this is the beauty of Maple Scholars). So each of you will likely thinking about DM in different ways for your project. DM Checklist: I have a given each of you a handout that has questions you should be asking yourself. I suggest you take some notes on each question as they come up in the presentation.Not “all or nothing”:	Lastly, data management does not have to be difficult. Since it is a cumulation of small practices, it is not “all or nothing”, in other words, any bit you do to improve helps. So start small, adopt one change from this session and practice it until it becomes habit then add something else.
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Presentation Notes
“Data” has a wide range of meaning and can be interpreted to include many different things. In the sciences it is a lot easier to think about because often you produce traditionally what we think of as data. But, in the arts and humanities you are producing data too. This can include but is not limited to surveys, transcripts, notes, etc. So for Maddie’s project her data might include, the pictures she takes, the notes she has on her processes, and even keeping track of the different versions she has of one piece. 
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Presentation Notes
This is one example of how the research data life cycle can be diagrammed. It has all the different aspects of data management built into it. Most of the time we only think about data during the active phase, but as shown here the lifecycle starts before and continues well after the active phase. 
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For this presentation we will follow along all the sections with a case study. This case study involves capturing butterflies and taking microscopic images of their wings. 



Data Documentat ion
AKA Metadata



Presenter
Presentation Notes
DO WHAT WORKS FOR YOU!Document and describe your data in whatever way works for you. Better “good enough” than nothing. There are examples of Metadata standards that are the accepted practice in certain fields like DDI (data documentation initiative), Dublin Core, Darwin Core, and more. We won’t focus on these because we’re not compiling a database or dealing with absurd amounts of data.  What they do though, is:						 								Ensure you have a complete, standard set of information about each part of your dataEnable your dataset to be organized with other datasets												 														



Documentat ion
Project name

Project summary

Funding info

Primary contact info

Other people working on the project

Location of data and supporting info (lab 
notebooks, procedures, etc.) for project

Organization and naming conventions used for data



Capturing your Metadata
In a filename

In a README.txt

In a spreadsheet

In an XML file

Into a database

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When choosing how to capture metadata, consider:				Expertise at your disposal				Complexity of your project CollaboratorsYour own comfort level 					



Data Organizat ion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2014, a group of Swiss neurologists lost their paper “Spontaneous pre-stimulus fluctuations in the activity of right fronto-parietal areas influence inhibitory control performance” to retraction. The reason? “While applying the same analyses to another dataset, the authors discovered that a systematic human error in coding the name of the files” affected the article’s conclusions. Basically, through poor organization and file naming, the authors accidentally analyzed the wrong files and came to the wrong scientific conclusions. (Briney, 62)
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If you keep doing updates to the same data, then just add a version on the end of the file name. For example, Mydata_v1, Mydata_v2, Mydata_v3, etc. 
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Naming Conventions make life easier! A little time up front saves a lot of time later. There is no one correct way of doing it, so make a system that works for you. But it is vital that your conventions are descriptive and consistent.Consider including project name, conditions (lab instrument, solvent, variable, etc.), what version #, date, site name, researcher name. 



File Organizat ion: naming convent ions

Example for our case study: 

Picture_a2Xc38_butterfly.sam

How could this be better 
named?

Identifiers? 
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Presentation Notes
For our case study the researcher stored various files using a default naming convention. Their consistency across the files was good, but how could this naming convention be improved to give more information, to make it more searchable? What identifiers could you use? DateLocationName of speciesDescriptive elementOther variable like software/tool used to capture dataAscension # (because part of series)Initials (if working in group) 





Data Storage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Justin’s story: In 2013, Justin was completing his PHD in Theology and he had a set of exams to take that were based off of 30 or so books. After months of work reading and taking notes he has about 50 pages of notes. And about a month before the exam, he went back to his computer and got a blue screen. So essentially the computer had died. The last time he had backed it up was a couple months ago so he had lost the majority of his work. Fortunately he was able to take the computer into a repair shop and restore some of the files he lost. But, had he backed it up before then he wouldn’t have had to go through the whole mess and fully recover all his files. 



Data Storage: during act ive 
phase

Ideally keep 3 copies of your data!

- Local/working copy

- Local external copy (e.g. external hard drive)

- Remote copy offsite (e.g. cloud storage) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Backup regularly and frequently! Consider weeding obsolete data as you go (appraise and select). 														
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In the best case, you want your files to be non-proprietary (open source) (so not quicktime, excel, word, or powerpoint. Also you want it to be unencrypted (if it doesn’t need to be), and uncompressed. Also when you're converting information can be lost, so note the steps you're taking, and save the original files as well. So for our case study we will be converting the pictures from the proprietary Sashimi to the open source tiff format.



Data Security

Software

Passwords

Safe Storage Environment

Encryption

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are working with sensitive data, you have a moral obligation and often legal obligation to use it and store it appropriately. Obviously it is standard to make participants fully aware of what their participation entail, risks, etc. Confidentiality and anonymity must be respected.Software: The first good computer practice for security is keeping your software up to date, browsers, operating systems, etc. Use anti-virus software to find and destroy malevolent programs. Obviously only use trusted sources that you know on the internet, don’t download or click on something that you don’t know. Passwords: Use strong passwords: that is non-obvious, not a proper name or a dictionary word, at least 8 letters, you’ve heard this before. Don’t use the password for other things. Safe storage environment: If you have physical data the most basic way is to put it behind a locked door or cabinet. On the electronic side using passwords is the most basic way. 2 particularly vulnerable places for sensitive data are email and cloud storage. If you must use these, at least remove identifiers before you put it there. Encryption and Encryption.Our Case Study doesn’t have any security needs besides the preventative measures like updating and keeping our computer virus-free, so we don’t need to worry about that right now. 



Preservat ion and Sharing



Preserving and Sharing

Preservation

Repositories

Individual

Sharing

Website

Email upon request

Repository

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preservation means the data is stored, backed up, discoverable, and accessible for the future. One option for preservation is using a domain repository like GenBank (for genome data) or ICPSR (for numeric social science data). If you do use a repository, although they will be doing most of the preservation work, you still need to keep track of documentation, and at least one copy in non-proprietary format.Otherwise most of you will be preserving the data yourself which means you need to make sure it’s backed up, in an open format, and keep seeing if you can access it.Why share???								Further science as a whole			 						Further your research/reputation		 					Enable new discoveries with your data							Comply with funder/publisher data sharing requirements 				 									Sharing can happen formally or informally. You could make a website to share your data. Or send an email upon request. Or putting it in a repository makes it accessible and citable from anywhere. 				



Preserving and Sharing

Our Case Study chose…

Email upon request

Why?

informal/easy

Keep control over who sees it

Control over managing and preserving



Scenario: What ’s good and bad?

A project on ground water 
changes using GRACE 
satellite data. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jim is doing a project on tracking ground water changes over the past 15 years with GRACE satellite data. He is storing the data in a larger project folder like this. He has some files on google drive, some on his hard drive, some on both, and sometimes backs up his data. Almost all of his data are in excel files. He updates his computer software regularly and keeps it virus free by running anti-malware programs. He keeps all his data regardless of whether it is useful, for example, duplicates, extraneous data, etc. He has not thought about sharing his data at all and assumes he will just keep it himself unless anyone else wants it. He plans on keeping his files for 5 years and figures after that it won’t matter. In the next 5 years he doesn’t plan on touching the files.What could be improved?Should keep files in same place, multiple places (instead of scattered across multiple places)Needs regularity in data backupsConvert excel to CSVWeed out obsolete dataThink about how he can make his data accessible to more peopleShould check on the files to make sure they’re still accessible.Think about using naming conventionsOrganizing the miscellaneous files into foldersWhat’s good? Updating computer and keeping it virus freeHas a README.txt noting the location of various files. Has some backupsUsing multiple places to keep files (could be more organized though)



Quick Pract ices

Check backups

Organization system

Take better notes

Review security plan

Check to see if you can access old files

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conclusion:If this feels overwhelming or you’re not sure where to begin with this. I would suggest any of the following as good starting points that can make a big difference: Make sure you have reliable backups, develop an organization system for your data and follow it consistently, Improve your note-taking habits (documentation), review and update your security plan for sensitive data, check to see if you can access your old files and update as necessary. You do not have to follow each one of these practices as I’ve presented them here, but I encourage you to ask yourself these questions before, during, and after your research. Find a system that makes your data easier to use, protects it from loss, and fits into your research workflow. 
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